ASB Election Next Week
lling Places
Open Ai 8 a. m.
On Wednesday

Valedictorian
Speaker To Be
Chosen Monday

dembegack™

Plans for graduation
speakers
were discussed at a meeting of the
Graduation Committee last Tues-|
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OF

day.

Eight seniors have been picked
by the graduation committ@e for
consideration
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Seek ASB Presidency in Election

ART DALIANES

CLARENCE (Chip) BRODIE

apiece

for

the

commence-

ment program.
Extra tickets will
be distributed after everyone retheir

quota.

Seniors

not

needing five tickets will be asked
to take

only

what

-

PHS
According

they

need.

GRANT

to Dr.

Andrew

Kar-

oly, a Public Health Service grant
has been given to HSC. This $2,300 grant will be used for Tranquilizer

Research

last from June

on

rats.

It will

1959 to June 1960.

OFFICIAL ELECTION
NOTICE
Polls Will Be Open

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

20

8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
in the

Administration Building
THURSDAY, APRIL 30
8 a. m. to 12 noon
in the
Wildlife Building
12 noon to 4 p. m.
in the Coop

RUNOFFS: if necessary
FRIDAY, MAY 1
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
in the
i Administration Building

president of C. U., was guest contributor to the Lumberjack, has
published in the Hilltopper, is a
former resident of Nelson Hall,
and a band member.
He began as
a freshman here in 1952, returning
after military service.

One-Aci Play
To Be Given
Tuesday Night
Thornton Wilder’s one-act comedy, “Queens of France” will be
presented Tuesday at 8 p. m. in
the CES auditorium ,under the direction of Mrs. ean Wagner. The
public is invited and there is no
admission charge.
“Queens of France” is being presented as a semester project in
Dr. Jerry Turner’s class on direct-

Wednesday

the

voting

booth

be placed in the main
Administration

|

ceives
Om

ARCATA, CALIF.,,

STATE

of
the Administration
Building.
Votes will also be accepted in the
Registrar’s Office on Tuesday.
Eight seniors on the ballot are:
Don Peterson, political science major from Arcata; Richard Holmes,
wildlife
major from
Alhambra;
Martha Dudley, social science major from Arcata;
Juanita Buell,
education major from Cave Junction, Oregon; Mildred Gregg, education
major
from
Rio
Dell;
Michael Pontrelli, game management major from San Jose; and
Mary Stewart,
business administration bajor from Fortuna.
Places will be allowed on the;
ballot for first, second, and third
choices.
Three points will be given for first place, two for second
place choice and one for a third,
place choice.
The person having
the largest number of votes will |
be the valedictorian.
The eight candidates all have a
cumulative grade point average of
3.5 or better.
In voting for the
valedictorian it should be taken
into consideration that the student
David Maxon has announced his
Art Dalianes is running for ASB
Seeking the post of president as |
will have to give one of the key- candidacy for ASB
president as jan independent candidate is Clar- president on the Octagon Volunnot speeches at commencement.
head of the Right party.
A plat- ence (Chip) Brodie, a junior bus- teers ticket,
Baccalaureate will be held in the form
for the
party includes
a iness administration major.
Dalianes has had much experHSC Quad at 11 a. m. on Sunday, schedule of action to accomplish
in
student
government.
(Following is Brodie’s official ience
May
29.
Commencement
exer- the following:
from
Eureka
High
statement of his independent plat- Graduated
cises will be held at 3 p. m. that
School, he held class offices for
form.)
1.
Investigate
ASB
Bookstore
afternoon.
The exercises will be
1. Greater Student Control of three years and was president of
held in the Men’s Gymnasium this and Coop price policies with ec- Student Activities.
the Student Body in his senior
onomy
for
the
student
as
the
goal.
year.
ear.
I
recognize,
of
course,
that
ul-|y
Dr. Kasper
Ingebritson, coor- Particular changes to be gained timate control of all student activAt HSC
he has served as a
are
higher
payments
for
students’
dinator
of secondary
education,
ities must rest with competent ad- member of the Homecoming, Popused
texts
and
a
nickel
cup
of
cofwill act as procession marshal for
ministrative authority
However, era and Frosh Camp committees.
the
250 graduates.
Dr.
Frank fee.
member of the
I feel strongly that this control He has been a
2.
Reassessment
of
the
parking
Wood, associated professor of forshould be limited to advice; and Executive Council for two years,
eign languages, will be the assist- problem.
only
when absolutely
necessary serving as representative at large
ant procession marshal. Ushers
3. Ways and means of improv- should it become a veto power. and special activities commissionwill be the daughters of the fac- ing the food at the cafeteria.
Young men and women on our er. He is a member of Alphi Phi
ulty.
4. Strong, active student gov- campus should, wherever possible, Gamma, journalism honorary, and
A reception is being planned for ernment.
be allowed the dignity of supervis- the activities honorary, Green Key,
Nelson Hall immediately following
and the Board of Finance.
This
Maxon is a veteran majoring in ing and regulating their activities.
the commencement exercises to Wildlife Management.
2. Revitalize
the
Constitution spring he was a candidate for PopHe is an
honor the seniors.
era King.
honorary member of Conservation of the Associated Students.
Seniors are advised that gradLast fall he was tected te
2. the
I pledge that ee
spon
Unlimited and a columnist on the
uation practice will be held May
(CONTINUED
ON
(CONTINUED ON PAGE
Lumberjack staff.
He has served
28, at 9 a. m.
on the Inter-Club Senate, is a past

Seniors will be allowed five tic-

AT
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the class of 1959.
Balloting will
take place Monday in the main hall

kets

a,

Students will be going Y the
polls Wednesday and Thursday to
elect
new
Associated
Student
Body officers for next year.
Parties are formed and publice
will

hall of the

Building.

Thurs-

day it will be moved to the Wildlife Building from 8 a. m. until
noon, and to the Coop from noon
to 4 p. m.
Two complete parties are running for election in addition to Ine

dependent candidates. On the ballot will also be a constitutional
amendment and an opinion poll on
loyalty oaths.
Absentee ballots are available to
any ASB member who will not

be on campus
ballots

can

today

in the

election days.

be

picked

ASB

up

The

starting

president’s

of-

fice in the Coop.
The candidates are as follows:
President: Chip Brodie, Independent; Art Dalianes, Octagon Volunteers; David Maxon, Right Reform Party. Vice President: John
Burger, Octagon Volunteers; Jerry Flora, Right
Reform
Party;
John

Smith,

Independent.

Treas-

urer: Bill Livingston, Right Reform Party; Joe Mayfield, Octagon Volunteers; Dick Wild, Independent.
Secretary: Joan Rasmussen, Octagon Volunteers; Ellie
Spencer, Independent;
Sally
Wilkinson, Right Reform Party.
Activities
Commissioner:
Stan
Brandenburg, Right Reform Party; Neil Evans, Octagon Volunteers,
Assemblies: Mary
Low
Banes, Octagon Volunteers; Norman
Wright,
Independent.
Awe
ards: Larry Beebe, Right Reform
Party; Bill Caver, Octagon Volunteers.
Publications
Commissioner: Pat Baker, Right Reform
Party; Jack Mays, Octagon Volunteers; Ray Smeltzer, IndependRon
Commissioner:
Rally
ent.
Partys
Right Reform
Edwards,
Ross Stromberg, Octagon Volune

teers.

Double Program
Sunday Features
Area High School Music Festival Music "and Art

Members of the Music Department will join the Art Department
on Sunday, April 26th, for a com-

Today In Men's, Women’s Gyms
The yearly spring music festival
will be held today from 10 a. m.
until 2 p. m. in the Men’s
Women’s Gyms on campus,

The
tled

the

music
North

and

festival, officially tiCoast

Festival

Del Norte and Humboldt
ties, is sponsored by the

for

CounNorth

Coast Section of the Music Educators National Conference. It has
for more
annual affair
been an
than twenty years.
Each year the
schools are invited by the college
to hold their festival on the HSC
The music staff of the
campus.
college is in charge of arrange-

ments.

high
school and junior
High
and
orchestras,
bands,
school
choirs will perform for the public
There js no adand one another.
mission charge..
The program includes:
ing, Speech 126. The scene of the
Men’s Gym:
play is New Orleans around 1870
10 a. m.—Eureka Junior-Senior
Arcata
in the office of a shyster lawyer High
Orchestra;
School
|who
bamboozles
three
guillible | Union High School Madrigal Sinwomen into believing they are des- gers
High
cendents of French royalty.
| 10:25—Eureka Senior
|
Playing the role of the confi- School A Capella Choir, Ferndale
dence game crook is Dr. James High School Band
High
Junior
10:50—Eureka
| McNelis wwhile the three victims ,
Hoopa
Chorus,
Mixed
of vanity are played by Marilyn School
Kamelgarn, Charlotte Tropp, — High School Band
School
High
11:15—Ferndale
Beverly Allen.

Chorus, Fortuna
vanced Band

High

bination

School

Ad-

1 p. m—Arcata Union High
Schoo! Combined Choruses, South
Fork High School Band
1:25—Fortuna High School

In-

termediate Band, Eureka Senior
High School Girls Glee Club
1:50—Jacobs Junior High
School
Band
(Eureka),
South
Fork High School Choir.
Women’s Gym:
10 a. m—Eureka Junior High
School 7th Grade A Capella Choir,
Fortuna High School Orchestra
High
Junior
10:25—Eureka
School Band, Arcata Union High
School A Capella Choir
High
Senior
10:50—Eureka
School Band, Jacobs Junior High
School Tunetoppers

11:15—Fortuna

High

School

Capella Choir
1 p.
m—Del
Norte
School Band, Eureka Junior
School Girls’ Glee Club

1:25—Arcata

Union

A

High
High

High

School Band, Jacobs Junior High
School Mixed Chorus
School Boys’ GMIs;
p3
den
-n
1:50—Eureka Senior High

School
High

Boys’

Glee

Club,

School

Girls’

Chorus.

Fortuna

and

monthly

chamber

music

Art gallery reception.

The chamber music concert, bebinning at 8 p. m. in the Musie
building

quartet
F”,

will

in

Handel’s

Farley,

present

Hayden’s

oboe,

the

“Sonata’’,

Charles

faculty

“Quartet

in

Charley

Fulkerson,

piano, plus works by Pergolesi, de
Fesch and Mozart.
A large ink
painting by Glenn Berry of the
Art staff will be shown during the
concert.

Following the performance, an
informal coffee hour and viewing
of oil paintings by Elmer Bischoff,

San Francisco artist, will be held
in the Art gallery.
Mr. Bischoff
is the winner of a $10,000 Ford
Foundation research grant for ad-

vanced study in art for 1959.
BOOKS

EXHIBITED

“Early Children’s Books” were
on display from April 1 until April
17 in the main entrance exhibit
case in the College Elementary
School, Such books as Hornbooks

(1590);
Kate

Mattledore
Greenaway

(1770-1890);
Books;

First,

American
Readers, (1690);
MeGuffey Readers (1836-1920); fairy
tales in display by Coldecott; and
Chapbooks, which were the first
children’s books in short stories.
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JOHN

John H. Smith is an independent candidate for vicepresident.
He has been active in the drama department and has served as
president of the Drama
Club. He has also been vicepresident of Nelson Hall
and an Inter-Club Senate
representative. He is a junior psychology major.
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JOAN

RASMUSSEN
sophois the

Octagon Volunteer’s nominee for secretary.
She lives
at

Nelson

Hall,

a

transfer

from the College of the Pacific. She has been active in
the AWS, rally club, Spurs,
Ski Club, and 1958 Homecoming Committee. She was
elected
representative
at
‘large last semester.
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JOE MAYFIELD

FLORA

Seeking the post of vice
president in music and psy-

chology major Jerry Flora,

on the Right Party ticket.
Flora is president of the
Choir, vice-president of the
Band, and active in Mu Epsilon Psi, MENC, and CS8TA. He has been a member
= ICS, Drama and DeMoy.

Sr

SALLY WILKINSON
Sally Wilkinson is an Arcata High graduate and is
majoring in art. She is running on the Right Reform
Party ticket for ASB secre-

tary, having been an AUHS

:

JERRY

Octagon Volunteers candidate for vice president
John Burger, from Eureka,
has been active on HSC’s
campus the past three years.
He has served as Honorable
Duke of IK and is a member of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity. He is on the Executive Council serving as representative at large.

delegate to a Model U. N.
Conference in Berkeley. Sally has the Henderson-Freeman Memorial Scholarship
here at school and won a

,%
’

Pit Onl:

BURGER

ER

Joan
Rasmussen,
more from Danville,

% ‘

DICK

Joe Mayfield, sophomoré
from Ukiah, is the OV candidate

for treasurer.

a member

He

of the Board

Finance committee.

Another candidate is Dick
Wild, Indepependent running for ASB treasurer. He
comes to HSC from Alhambra, and is a group major.
He is a member of the Delta
Sigm Phi fraternity, serving
as treasurer of that
group.

is

of

He has

served as Sophomore Class
president, publicity chairman

of the

1958

Homecom-

ing Committee, treasurer of
Circle K, and is a member of
the debate

team

and

rally committee.

WILD

of the

“ewe

ELLIE

SPENCER

Ellie Spencer,

a junior,

MARY
is

a Stockton Junior College
transfer and is majoring in
Home Economics.
She is
running as an Independent
for the office of ASB secretary. At Stockton she was
a member of Alpha Gamma
Sigma, Xi Omicron, and the
Home Economics Club and
was active in various class
and student body offices.

LOU

BARNES

Octagon’s
nominee
for
the office of Assemblies
Commissioner is Mary Lou
Barnes,

junior

from

For-

tuna. She is a physical education major and has been
active in HSC’s Marching
Band, California Student
Teachers Association, PE’s
Major’s
Club, and this
year’s Delta Zeta sorority
president.

NORMAN

Independent candidate for
assemblies commissioner is
Norman Wright.
He is a
psychology major coming to
HSC from Ukiah.
Among
his activities are membership in the Psychology Club,
and Comus Club.
ng

5
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STAN

RAY

BRANDENBURG

Stan Brandenburg, candidate for Activities Commissioner on the Right Reform
Party ticket is a veteran

and a freshman majoring in
speech drama. He has been
active in the Humboldt Col-

lege

Players,

carrying

a

‘ lead part in Comedy of Errors and played Pozzo in
Waiting for Godot.

Pat Baker, junior elementary education
major,
is
running for the office of
publications
commissioner
on the Right Party ticket.
She is a
uate of Fortuna High School and transfer from Santa Rosa Junior
College.
At HSC she has
been active on the Lumberjack staff and is a member

of Alpha Phi Gamma.

Ray

SMELTZER

Smeltzer,

independ-

ent candidate for Commissioner of Publications and

Publiciay,

boasts several

years
experience as a repe
and
photographer
ureka newspapers; has
twice served as editor of
Sempervirens; is a member
of Alpha Phi Gamma, journalism honorary, and has
been active in publicity.

4 ORE

JACK MAYS
Jack Mays, junior art major from Ferndale, is run-

ning for the office of Publicity
and
Publications

Commissioner.
Mays
has
been active in the field of
publications, having served
as editor of this year’s Sempervirens. He is also Junior
Class president, and a mem-

ber of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.

ROSS

STROMBERG

Ross Stromberg, freshman
from Arcata, majoring in
pre-dentistry, is the Octagon
Volunteers
candidate
for Rally Commissioner. Among his activities at Humboldt State are Intercollegiate Knights
and Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity.
Last
fall he was elected president
of the Freshman Class.
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ASB Election Candidates

Sunday Afternoon

Band Concert

(Continued from Page 1)
regional Board of Directors of the

Shows Versatility
By

DAVID

Association

MAXON

I arrived early for the Music
Department's Spring Concert last
Sunday
afternoon in the
Men’s

Gym.

One of the student conduc-

tors was ironing out several
sages in a@ selection by Bach
the feeling expressed by both
Arcata
High
Choral group
our band seemed indicative
fine performance to come.
tunately this piece was sung
during the program
group in front and

WOR

SOME

ks

si

BILL

LIVINGSTON

Bill Livingston, candidate
for Treasurer on the Right
Reform ticket is a sophomore speech drama major.
He is now engaged in his
seventh role in. the HSC
theater, and is a member of
Alpha Psi Omega, national
dramatic fraternity.

with the vocal
to the side of

by

3

Debate Members
Break Even On
Tournament

students from eight colleges in the
Western United
States, Canada,
Australia, Hawaii, and the PhilTwo HSC debate teams returnippines.
Dalianes has also played ed from the Great
Far Western
intercollegiate tennis for HSC for Championship debate
tournament
the past two years.
at Reno, Nevada
recently with a
(Following is the official par.500 record and a fourth place tie
ty statement
of the Octagon {out of fourteen major
colleges and
Volunteers in the members’ bids | universities,
|
for ASB offices next year.
Larry
Moogerman
and
Larry
“Nine candidates make up the | Hines, Tom McGowan and Tony
Octagon
Volunteer
party.
Many | | Karachale
won three out of six
of the candidates have had ex- debates each against teams conperience in student government at sisting
largely of upper division

which

gave

HSC.

Our

services

on

your

Stu-

students.

a better vol-

ss

RON EDWARDS
Ron Edwards is candidate
for Rally Commissioner on
the Right Reform Party ticet. Ron has been active in
the Industrial Arts Club,
and served as its ICS representative. He has also been
active as a member of the
Forensics Squad, and was
awarded this year the first
annual Gem and Mineral
Scholarship given at HSC.

pasand
the
and
of a
Forlater

of College Unions

Page

dent
Executive
Council
ranges |
Each
HSC
team won debates
from two years of service to act- against members of the Univerume balance,
Assorted pastel colored dresses of the high school ive participation in almost every sity of California at Berkeley, Unigirls, balanced with the dark blue, organization on campus. We have versity of Nevada, and the Unibrown or neutral suits of the boys, actively represented the following | versity of Washington teams, but
groups:
3and, Block H, Circle K, jthey
lost to the
University
of
gave
a warm,
summery
atmoInter-club Senate,
Inter- Southern California, Nevada, the
sphere spiced with one adventure- CSTA,
Knights,
Press
Club, | University of Wyoming and
some soul in a white dinner jacket! collegiate
San
committee,
publications, Jose State College.
The opening number was “Sara- rally
Spurs,
Nelson
Hall,
AWS,
Psychbande and Bouree” arranged by
In addition to the colleges deology Club, Ski Club, Delta Sigma
Osterling from Hendel. Good conbated by the HSC teams, StanPhi,
Delta
Zeta,
Alpha
House,
ford, the University of Oregon,
trast was achieved
between
the
|Sacramento State College, Monwoodwinds and the brass section. Alpha Phi Gamma, and choir,
“We as OV candidates are in- tana State University, Denver UnSeveral movements of Tchaikovterested in serving each and every
iversity, Washington State College
sky’s Sixth Symphony were done
otf
HSC's
students
to
the
and
Oregon
State
College
also
next with a light touch, a good one
feeling for the crescendo, and a greatest of our abilities. We are competed in the tournament.
The Humboldt squad earned an
show of balance in. the brasses. interested in seeing more and betHSC’s campus. invitation to the premium tournaThe second movement was a sub- ter activities on
stitution for that listed on the pro- We want more assemblies, we en- ment on the basis of its past two
courage more Jazz Concerts, and year’s record in forensics and program and showed good timing, eswe want to promote better student ceded to display its ability by placpecially in the closing phrases.
government.
We
also
encourage
ing above ten other college and
A. selection called
“Trumpets
bigger and better rallies.
university teams in the final scorWild”
by
Harold
Walters
was
“The
Octaon
Volunteer party ing.
done by a Trumpet Trio consisting
to work
hard in
Coupled with the debate rounds
of Jerry Wright, James Babcock has promised
building
the
student
government
was a Student Congress session
and Elsie Thomson.
Its classical
at HSC to include a wider variety devoted to U. S. policies with retheme
of wjld
horsemen
began
of student body-sponsored activi- spect to Latin America.
Larry
coursing through the gym, only
ties for a greater participation of Hines’ bill ‘to establish an Interto change into a light jazz numthe Associated Student
Body as American
development
agency
ber.
The
accompanying
group a whole.
was one of the two pieces of legisdid well, although the last chords
“We are running for ASB office
lation to be adopted in the final
of the trio showed some strain.
because we are sincerely interested session of the Congress.
Arcata Participants
in Humboldt State College.
We
In individual events competition,
“Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring’’ want to help the government of
Tony
Karachale (oratory)
and
our school grow and become a
by Bach was sung by the AUHS
Lary
Moogerman
(extemporanemore
active
part
of
the
school.”
group, accompanied by the HSC
ous speaking) were rated high in
band and was a good addition to
two of the three rounds.
While
the program, but hardly a strong
not earning outstanding awards in
piece for a vocal group of this
these events they did display suftype.
As least one good number
ficient promise to indicate better
Continue from Page 1)
by the Arcata High voices alone
things to come in future competiwould have given us a better basis taking office as president, I will tion for HSC.
for judgment.
appoint
a suitable
committee to
The directors of the event indiThe trumpet section developed study
the inconsistencies,
short- cated that Humboldt
would ree
and omissions of the ceive
jitters in Bilik’s “Concert March, comings,
annual invitations to the
the Block M,” during a loud stac- present constitution, and recom- contest based on its participation
cato sequence, but adequately com- mend all necessary amendments to
and quality ratings in early seapensated by a good show in the accomplish the following:
son events.
muted syncopation which follow- (a)
A re-evaluation of the A. S.
In addition to the HSC students,
ed.
B. Card.
Prof. Milton Dobkin participated
(b)
Strengthen
the
Board
of in the tournament as a critic-judge,
Control, and state clearly its
field of operations.
the band,

A

LUMBERJACK

BILL CAVER
Junior business administration major, Bill Caver
came to Humboldt
State
.from Alameda. He is running for the office of Awards Commissioner for the
OV party. He has been active in four years of intercollegiate
basketball
and
two years of intercollegiate
golf.
He is treasurer of

Block H.

LAWRENCE BEEBE
Lawrence Beebe is a candidate for the office of awards commissioner on the

Right Party.
dustrial arts

A junior inmajor from

and graduate of South Fork
High School, he has been an
active member of the forensics squad, an officer of the
Industrial Arts Club and an
Inter-Club Senate represen-

tee.

This

year

he

is

dent of the Circle K.
oe...

presi-

Faculty Forum

(c)

Eliminate

(d)

sions from
Strengthen

the

Inter

unnecessary provithe text.
the position

Club

of

Senate.

3.
An End to Secret Activities
of Officers of the Student Body.
tative.
The Constitution of the AssociThe legal liability of state em- ated Students of Humboldt State
ployees in the field of education College states clearly that student
was discussed by Dr. Lawrence government
activities
shall
be
Turner, executive dean, at the last posted for all members to read,
Faculty Forum of the 1959 ada- and shall be published in the Lum=
demic year.
The Forum was held berjack.
This has not been done.
Lumberjack
Day: $
Tuesday
night.
Certain
general
I pledge that during my incum“27 Wagons Full of Cotton,” a/concepts
concerning
negligence bency ALL such proceedings and
new play, will soon be seen at were treated by Dr. Turner.
activities will be posted and pubHumboldt State.
“In the abstract, negligence is a lished throughout the entire school
One at- year — and not merely in the last
The one-act play, directed and difficult word to define.
produced
by Stan
Brandenburg, tempt says that negligence is the two issues before election,
of a reasonable man to extells the story of life in the deep- failure
4.
Democracy in Student Govhs
:
that degree of care which ernment.
a
South cotton country.
“It has promises of being a de-|2" ordinary prudent or reasonable
With 1600 students on campus,
lightful comedy, an adult play,| person would exercise under sim- drawn from all parts of the United
jdirected for an adult audience,” |ilar circumstances resulting prox- States and many nations, HSC is
| imately in injury either to the per- no longer a small local college. It
|says the director.
It will be presented as part of 80 or to his part,” Dr. Turner is intolerable to allow the affairs
|
the
Lumberjack Day
of a broad, cosmopolitan, student
Activities
| Said.
’
coming up in May, as a semester|
Dr. Turner said there are three body to be controlled by any one
jassignment for Speech 126, Play abstract
Student ofand subjective
elements self-interested group.
| Production and Direction, taught apparent in this definition.
First, | ficers must represent the member
the concept of a reasonable man, |from
jby Dr. Jerry Turner.
Pennsylvania or Pakistan as
|
“The play is coming along as secondly the absence of the exer- | conscientiously as they now do the
well
as can
fellow who lived in the next block|
be expected,”
said cise of due or ordinary care. The
is that the injuries and sat in the next seat in high
have difficul- third element
“We
| Brandenburg,
|ties
getting
Voters should have this
together
because
of were the result of care not being i school.
|
| conflicting activities.” Of the three exercised properly.
mind at election time.
| in
| characters in the play, two of the
I have, during the past three
“The difficulties involved in at|
jactors are also rehearsing for “The
tempting to define the term neg- years served as: Representative at
Corn Is Green,” directed by Mrs. ligence in any meaningful manner Large, vice-president of Redwood
opens make it apparent that it is pos- Hall, ICS representative for RedMcCurdy, which
Evelyn
Hall and the Rally Club,
next Friday night.
sible to determine whether or not wood
Publicity chairman for the Rally |
The characters in the play are negligence
has heen
committeed
| jare
played by
Meigan,
John only in the light of facts of a spec- Club, chairman of the All School
| Brandenburg: Flora Meigan, playific case when these are presented Picnic, as a member of the Homeled by Wanda Macray; and Silva in the form required in court pro- coming committee and the SnoTwo years ago,
Vicarro, played by Paul Connors. ‘ceedings,” Dr. Turner pointed out. Ball committee.

Adult Comedy To
Be Highlight Of

Neil Evans is vieing for
the office of Activities
Commissioner on the Octagon Volunteers party.
He
is a sophomore from Calistoga. He has served as secretary of Circle K, frosh
camp counselor, Dad’s Day
committee,
and the 1958
Homecoming
Commit-

Law Definitions
Discussed At

Beauty Contest
Three

will

Humboldt

compete

State

in this

women

year’s

Miss

Eureka contest May 9 at 8 p. m.
at the State Theatre in Eureka.
Contestants from HSC are Mar-

garet

Moore,

freshman, sponsored

by Humboldt Marine Supply; Pat
Mayer,
freshman, sponsored
by
White House Appliances, and Ellen Sebeck, sophomore, sponsored
by DeBon Motors.
during my freshman year, I came
within 30 votes of being elected
the president of the ASB.
I am
currently on the Board of Control,

This position on what is effectively the Supreme Court of Student
Affairs had, in my judgment, precluded by participation in campus
politics during my incumbency.
Summing up, I pledge that during my term in office, Humboldt
State College student government
will be a subject which all members can discuss with pride — not
excuse with embarrassment.
“Chip” Brodie

Jack-Cvm

Acres

—Floris/Flowers - Gifts
CORSAGES
1166

North

H

St.

Arcata

Phone

VA

2.1791
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During the Associated Student
Body
elections Wednesday
and
Thursday, April 29-30, there will
be a constitutional amendment on

Published Weekly by the Associated Student Body of

the ballot to separate the duties of
the Activities
and Organizations

Office: Room 205, Student Coop.
Phone: VAndyke 2-1771, Ext. 249

...RALPH

Murray,

JOHNSON

Giuntini, Bob McCord, David Maxon, Sandra Zunino,
Larry West, Ron Kunstal, John Rawlinson,
Brause, Roger Werts, Mary Stewart.

ADVISER........ <oeeaxena ..-DR.

MILTON

Member

Sandra

HOLLSTEIN

California

Newspaper

Publishers

Association and California
Intercollegiate Press
Association.
Represented

for

National

420

National

Advertising

Advertising

Madison

Service,

New

Ave.,

York,

by

Ine.,

N.

Y.

Let's Vote!
Associated
Wednesday

Student
and

Body

elections
Humboldt

Thursday,

are here

again.

Next
students

College

State

will be going to the polls, voting for people whom

they want

to represent them in student body government. The decisions
of the men and women elected will affect each and every
one of us here at HSC.
Like other schools, Humboldt State faces the problem of
Voting privileges are
getting students to the polls to vote.
one of our many freedoms that we take for eranted! Too often we place little importance on this privilege during election

time.

Too often the best man

son?

Poor

loses at the election polls. The reapersonality, or LACK OF

campaign,

election

VOTES!!!

Needs More Than Just ‘‘Personality’’
A person

should

not be elected to represent

a student

body

on personality alone. Among the many qualifications a leader
should possess are dependability, ability to accept responsi-

vility,

ity and

some knowledge of student government,
thoroughness of his work.

and the

qual-

This is the type of a person who may lose an election if the
people who think he is qualified or the man for the job, do
These are
not take time to place an ‘‘X”’ next to his name.

some of the qualifications a should investigate before assuming a bright smile and a sparkling personality make the best
ehoice.

However, it should be pointed out that a person should not
be disqualified because he doesn’t have a bright smile or a
sparkling personality. The point is, find out more about your
eandidates so that you will know he will do the best for you.
Turnout Better Than National Average
In the spring election of 1955, Associated Student Body officers were elected by 85 per cent of the Associated Students.
That was an exceptionally high figure considering that national percentages are considered high if they ,reach the 50
per cent level. This is a record that students of HSC should
try to reach this year.
die
Many readers probably think it is ridiculous to always
stress the point of ‘Getting out to the polls and voting.’’ In
effect, people should not be pushed or forced to vote in elections, but they should feel it is one of their most precious
rights.
But then on the other hand, if we do not get out and
vote on an election at the college level, we will more than

likely not take time out to vote in a local, state or national
election.
Remember that all Humboldt State College students are eligible to vote. Why not take time out and cast a vote either
next Wednesday or Thursday!
A point to keep in mind is
that students you elect will be representing YOU next year.

Faculty Promotion .
List Announced
By Pres. Siemens
Promotions of 13 faculty members from the academic rank of
assistant
professor to
associate

professor

were

announced

faculty
last week by
Cornelius H. Siemens.

The

promotions

are

September 1.
Instructors promoted,

to the

President

effective
and

their

teaching assignments are: Dr. Ernest Bednar, industrial arts; Miss
Dorothy Bissell, home economics;
Mrs.
Katherine
Corbett,
sociology; Milton Dobkin, speech; Dr.
Milton Hollstein, journalism; Dr.

Kenneth

Humphry,

psychology

and education; Mrs, Eleanor
lenberger, education; Gerald

tain,

forestry;

history.
eries; Dr.
tion; Dr.

and

Dr.

Ralph

education.

WATCHES
—
1087 H St., Arcata

Watchmaker

DIAMONDS

— JEWELRY
Phone VAndyke 2-0527

to

read

“six

permanent

My friends . . . and all of you are my friends. I
ried man. I can’t sleep... I can scarcely choke
oatmeal]
in the morning...I’ ve burned out three
my pipe...
I beat m wife regularly ... and my

am a wordown my

__Pat's Perasals__
- News Around Campus -.

igi
The

zine
a

Business Seminar
Being Offered
cing
State Collége, in cooperation with the Small Business
Administration,
began its
Small
Business Seminar on April 7, and
will

continue

through

May.

The Seminar is designed to help
the small businessman operate his
business in the best possible manner.
Members of the HSC faculty, SBA officials, and other men
who are familiar with the problems facing the small businessman,
will be the speakers.
The program is slated to last
eight
weeks,
with
sessions
on
Tuesday and
Wednesday nights.
Two sessions per week were necessitated by the strong response
local businessmen made to the announced program.
Each session is
liimted to 35 students to produce

maximum
inar.
The

benefits

Advisory

from

the sem-|

Committee

in-

cludes William F. Jackson, chairfishman, Division of Business, HSC;

Dr. Ernest Salo,
Donald Strahan, educaLeon Wagner,
music;

Dr. Orley Wilcox,

changed

commissioners. ”
Article
X
To add a new Section 375, to read “The Amendments to Article II and II of this
Constitution of January 1959, shall
become operative February 3, 1959.
The position of Activities Commissioner provided for in this Amendment shall be filled by the Executive Council until the regular
spring semester election of 1960.

Roske,

GENE SOULIGNY

Professional

KelPar-

Lary West

Associated Students, and at least
bowls on
one-third of the Association must
supply of
vote
to qualify election
results.
dexidrene is threatening to give out at any moment.
During the representative at large
elections last fall this same amendWhat is the cause of my con
and
exterminations
in-between.
ment was defeated as less than sternation you ask.
Just this...
Late
in the
semester
someone
one-third of the Association voted. “The secret activities of student
moves to pass a resolution which
The amendment
reads as fol- ibody
|
officers.’?
Yes, friends, I’ve
calls for all students to sign a
lows:
information
been
harboring this
loyalty oath to HSC.
This, in adArticle II in section 26, the long enough
it’s time the
dition to singing the alma mater
phrase “a Commissioner for each | truth was told.
It’s shocking, it’s
before going to bed every night.
of the
five permanent
commis- | scandalous, it’s stranger than ficThe
resolution is passed and an
sions, Rally, Publications and Pub-!tion and my conscience can stand
amendment to the resolution calllicity, Organizations and Activi- | jit no longer.
I call it “Humboldt
ing for a signed affidavit saying
ties,
Awards
and
Assemblies” | Confidential: 1959.”
that the student didn’t lie when
shall be changed to read “A Comhe signed the loyalty oath is atThe Big Story
missioner for each of the six perA third oath is attached
It starts out in the fall of 1958. tached.
manent commissions, Rally, Publications, and Publicity, Organiza- The officers have been elected and requiring allegiance to the State of
tions, Activities Award# and As- as they file through the trap door California, the President of the
in the basement of the Coop to United States, the Strategic Air
semblies.”
In section 90, delete the words the “secret” underground meeting Command, the Fathers of the ConGeneral
Lee,
Aaron
“and Activities’? from both phrases of deputies’ chamber number 1944 stitution,
Burr,
Alfred
E.
Newman,
Paul
gunfire
breaks
out
on
the
stairs
of the section, so that section 90
Ha, chortles the president Revere’s Horse, Kim Novak and
will read “Organizations Commis- above.
sion; The duties of the Organiza-|- - - the guards must have elimin- George Liberace.
Finally a movement by the prestion Commissioner shall be:” To} jated another student who wanted
ident to have four secretaries is
add a Section 140, to read, “Activ- |to visit the council meeting,
The members file in and take squelched . . . and he is compenities Commissioner: The duties of |
Someone moves to sated by voting him an extra $80,the Activities Commissioner: shall |their places.
miscellaneous
expenses
be...” To add a section 141, to plan an orgy for the following | 000 for
read, “To attend all meetings of Tuesday. . . the motion is second- ‘during the rest of the year.
The | Thus it goes my friends*
the Executive Council as a voting ed in chorus and passed.
moves along and three those of you who are oppressed,
member:.” To add a Section 142, meeting
to read, “To be in charge of the professors are sentenced in absen- down-trodden,
stricken with
the
The activi- strangulation
student activities program:.”
To tia to extermination.
of dictatorial
rule
add a Section 243, to read, “To be ties commissioner calls in the Ma- | _
arise and revolt . . . let’s stop
to HSC
and this horrible “secrecy” . . . never
the presiding officer of the Stu- fia representatives
dent Activities Committee.
The they are sent out on the extermin- let it be said of the HSC student
Later in the meeting body
Student
Activities Committee
is ation detail.
that: “Within
these walls
organized and the size is deter- someone moyes to install a bar in moves a student body . . oppressed
mined by the Activities Commis- the meeting hall... but it is vot- at every turn ,. .ground under the
sioner.
ed down
on the grounds
that it heels of demagogus
. . a molitile
turn
the
meetings
into mass of protoplasm moving withArticle III
In section 160 the would
phrase “five Commissioners” shall “functions.”
out cause... without hope .. .
be changed to read “six CommisAgenda Of Events
|without money .. . without voice
sioners.” The first phrase appears
ind thus it goes throughout the / _. without music . . -without fun
twice in the section and shall be semester... an orgy every Tues-|... without.”
Arise I say. . changed in both instances. In Sec- day .. .a meeting every Thursday \ligitimi non carborundum.
tion 166 the phrase “five perinanent
commissioners”
shall
be

Kay Morrison, Tom McMontgomery, Joe Wehner, Dennis

Bonnie

By

commissioner into two offices.
In order for this amendment to
become effective, it must be passed by a two-thirds majority of the

EDITOR.........seccccseeceeeeeeeses DIANE ANDESIOS
MONTGOMER
ASST. EDITORS seeeceeceesesss BONNIE NON
ae
RRISON
COPY EDITOR.... seceeeeseseeeeeeesssBARBARA DODD
CARMEN SCHULER
BUSINESS MANAGER....
SPORTS EDITOR ....... ee caeaee -.see+. HUGH CLARK
PHOTOGRAPHER..........
Art Dalianes, Pat Baker,
STAFF:

| ~

Dr. Ivan

C. Milhous,

Dean of Ex-

tended Services, HSC; Sero Mafria, president, Eureka Chamber of
Commerce;

Oscar

Swanlund,

Ma-

yor, City of Eureka; Ralph G. Lyman, Mayor, City of Arcata; Tom
E.

Field,

ber of
Graves,

president,

Arcata

Cham-

Commerce;
William
E.
owner-manager
Graves

Department
Store; and
Schwartzkopf, Schwartzkopf
Estate, Eureka.

Chet
Real

“Carnation,”

of

Delta

section

of

official

Sigma
the

Phi,

Spring

maga-|to

graduate

1959

issue]

friend

tablish
mum

the

founding

of

the

chapter on the HSC campus. Also
the article gives background
on
the history of HSC. The article
is illustrated with photographs of
the HSC campus and scenes of
the fraternity’s social affairs. So,
Humboldt is obtaining a little publicity!
see

of

out
that
in
order
to
maintain
“some level of quality perhaps colleges
and
universities
could
es-

59

of

institutions

Ray
dent,

to HSC’s chapter of the fraternity,
Delta Kappa.
An article written
by Tony
Vasquez,
Delta Kappa
tells

from

pointed

devoted | higher

education.”

Durich

cooperatively
standards

for

some

day,

mini-

graduation

car o
of th
was tt
forwa:
calf <¢
transf
tal in
No

on

the basis of actual student achievment rather than the accumulation
of credits.” Durich suggested that
various
types
of
comprehensive
examinations, including oral tests,
could be administered to graduating students
..
What
are you

readers’

torn

opinions?
oe

The girls at Nelson
Hall are
really upset . .. They have even
ing”
The painting chosen will been forced to do their homework.
If someone doesn’t return the telebe hung in the living room of the
Home Economics Building. There] vision set missing since way back
is a prize of $75 for the winner.| when, the girls will even be forced
Any
prospective
artists
around]|into studying for finals. A “final”
the campus?
plea . . . Please return the televiing

The art department is sponsora contest for the “best paint-|

=e
In

case

you

readers

sion
have

set

not|normal

heard of Alvin C. Durich, vice
president and director of the fund
for the Advancement of Education
_ . you had better become acquainted with Durich’s views. In
a talk at the Western Regional
Workshop on Higher
Education
this month, he gave this advice;
“U. S. colleges and universities
should set a minimum achievement
standard for students attempting

so
at

life can
Nelson
*

:

in goc

Hall

get

back

Das

Full
For
Dr.
sociate
ageme!
Fellow
demic

to

. . Please!

*

Have you obtained your copy
of “Toyon” yet... Why haven’t
you (if your answer was no)! Today is the last chance to buy the
1959 issue ... so get busy.

grant

of big
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DICK NIELSEN’S TYPEWRITER SHOP
10% Discount To HSC Students On Repairs and Service
Contact Bob Renwick for Pickup and Delivery
GUARANTEED REPAIRS
3127 F Street
Henderson Center
Eureka

14

«

month.

the HS
in 1954
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Juguiring Reporter
This week's question:
‘‘Next fall HSO will invoke

all

a state law that

students

and

ried,

with

other arrangements.

my

do

What

you think of this

new

compulsory dorm living?’”’

y of

Sandy

would

een.
eone

Zunino,

soph,

PE—“It

be fine if not so expensive.”

Stan Brandenburg,

Butler Paintings Chosen

in the Witte

adater
ight.
an
callying
hen

just one more
ization.”

Paul

res-

Ec—

Ray Stanley, frosh, Soc.—“Well,
I guess
the
school
authorities
must get the new
dorms
filled
some way!”

is

en-

30), ses

As Keith

Anderson

models,

Marilyn

Flowers

and

Dr.

David Smith admire the new HSC band uniform style. The
sample uniform arrived recently with ninety more due to
arrive here May 20. The first public showing of the marching style uniforms is scheduled for May 22 at the American
Legion Field Night in Eureka. Anyone interested in signing up for the marching band next semester is asked to contact Dr. David Smith, band conductor. There will be openings in percussion and brass, especially tubas and trumpets.

sed,
the
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Graduate Fellowships Available
-- “or Study In Foreign Countries
Two hundred fellowships
a

for graduate study in 15 for-

eign countries will be offered by foreign governments and
universities through the Institute of International Education for the academic year 1960-61.
The Institute has announced that applications for the fellowships will be available on May 1 and will be accepted
until November 1, 1959.
The

Student Injured In

Parking Lot Mishap
By SANDY ZUNINO
Raymond Rakestraw, HSC

scholarships

and varying amounts

Sweden,

Switzerland,

Canada

and Mexico. Students applying for
dent, was injured on campus Tues- Italian university awards or Ausday,
April 14, while
helping a trian, Danish, French, German or
friend.
awards
Government
Netherlands
Rakestraw was helping shove a may apply for a Fulbright travel
car out of the parking lot north grant to supplement their scholof the co-op when a board that arships.
Two additional awards,
was under the rear tire broke, flew offered by an American foundaforward, and went through the tion, are for any country in the
calf of his leg.
An ambulance Far East, South or Southeast Astransferred him to Trinity Hospi- ia and Africa.
tal in Arcata.
General eligibility requirements
No tendons or ligaments were are United
States citizenship, a
torn and reported late last week Bachelor’s degree or its equivalent
in good condition at the hospital. before departure, lanuage ability
sufficient to carry on the proposed
A good
study, and good health.
academic record and demonstrated
capability for independent study
Preference is
are also necessary.

Dasmann Receives

Fulbright Award
For Game Study

«

|

|
he

Romero,

jr.,

Art—“I

feel

that any student, man or woman,
while in college is fully capable
of determining his or her own
residential quarters, especially in
such cases where the student has
the parents’ permission.”
Pat Hodges, sr.. Elem. Ed.—
“It’s okay, just as long as it
doesn’t cause a hardship on the
students who are attending college on a shoestring!”

tuition

of mainten-

ance
in universities in
Austria,
Denmark, France, Germany, Iran,
Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Bra-

zil;
stu-

cover

Patti
Lower,
soph,
Ed—“I
think the students living in the
dorms should have a vote in it.
Dormitory
life is good for
all
freshmen, but one year in the dorm
is more than anyone can take.
Also there will be many students
dropping out of college because
of the high expense.
Why did
they double the rent?”

Joe

given to applicants under 35 years

Tony
Vasquez,
sr.,
EnglishJournalism — “More conformity,
huh?
Maybe we should all wear
the same uniform too — yellow
pants and green shirts and little
flags to wave.”

Arlene

Goble,

soph,

“Good idea, it'll bring
to the college.”

more

since

coming

be 21.

Carol Molinder, sr., Soc. Sci.—
“I don’t like it . . . it’s too expensive.”

On Campus ..:2:,..
EF

Author of “Rally Round the
OH the Ante
sarcoot
Boy with Chast

Boye! "end,

THE MANY LOVES
OF THORWALD DOCKSTADER
When Thorwald Dockstader—sophomore, epicure, and sporteman—first
took up smoking, he did not simply choose the first
brand of cigarettes that came to hand. He did what any sopho-

more, epicure, and sportsman would do: he sampled several
brands and then picked the mildest, tastiest, pleasingestof all
—Philip Morris,
of corris!
Similarly, when Thorwald took up girls, he did not simply

select the first one who came along. He sampled. First
he took
out an English literature major named Elizabeth Barrett Grisht,
@ wisp of a girl with luminous eyes and a soul that shimmered

with a pale, unearthly beauty. Trippingly, trippingly, she
walked with Thorwald upon the beach and sat with him behind
8 windward dune and

listened to a sea shell and sighed sweetly

and took out a little gold pencil and a little morocco notebook
and wrote
a little poem:
I will lie upon the shore,
I will be a dreamer.
I will feel the sea once more
Pounding
on my femur.

Thorwald’s
second date was with
a physical education major
named Peaches Glendower, a broth of a girl with a ready smile

and a size 18 neck. She took Thorwald down to the cinder track
where they jogged around 50 times to open the pores. Then they
played four games of squash, six sets of tennis, 36 holes of golf,
nine innings of one old cat, six chukkers of lacrosse, and a mile

and a quarter of leap frog. Then they went ten rounds with eightounce gloves and then they had heaping bowls of bran and whey
and exchanged a manly handshake and went home to their

respective whirlpool baths.

*thiolIU stick wile PAILIP MORRIS * he aziz
Thorwald’s final date was with a golden-haired, creamybrowed, green-eyed, red-lipped, full-calved girl named Totsi
Sigafoos. Totsi was not majoring in anything. As she often said,
“Gee whillikers, what’s college for anyhow—to fill your head

full of icky old facts, or to discover the shining essence that is
Joe Mayfield, soph., Bus. Ad.—
“Even though it would be a step
toward unitizing the college from
a social point of view, I’m sure
that this would discourage potential students of HSC, particularly
those older than incoming freshmen simply by insulting them as
to their ability to be independent!”

of age who have not had extensive
While marforeign experience.
Dr. Raymond F. Dasmann, as- ried people are eligible for most
sociate professor of wildlife man- of the above described awards, the
agement, has received a Fulbright stipends are geared to the needs
Fellowship for the 1959-60 aca- of single grantees.
demic year. He plans to use the
For further information and apgrant for a post-doctorate study
plication forms, prospective appliJonette Gillispie, frosh, Sec. Sci.
of big game in South Africa.
cants should write to the Informa- —“It’s okay for underclassmen, if
He plans to leave by air for tion and Counseling Diviison, In- they haven’t raised the rent, but
‘South Africa in August and will stitute of International Education, now its going to be too expensive
stop in London for an orientation 1 East 67th Street, New York, 21, for many students to afford.”
period before proceeding to Bula- N. Y. or the Institute’s regional
wayo,
Southern
Rhodesia where office at 291 Geary Street, San
Bud Kolding, soph., History—
he will be stationed on the South Francisco 2, Calif.
“Judging by my experience living
African government-sponsored big
game preserve. Mrs. Dasmann and Minnesota where he was an in- in an apartment is much cheaper
than living in the dorm.
I think
their three children, Sandra, Mar- structor.
lene and Lauren will accompany
Dr. Dasmann earned all of his this is a crude way for the state
him.
degrees at the University of Cali- to extract money from the stuDr. Dasmann is the author of a fornia.
He completed work for dents to pay for buildings which
college textbook on conservation his Ph.D, degree in 1954, under a we have already paid for in taxes.”
which
came
off the press last National Science Foundation
month.
This is his fifth year with study grant.
He will return to his
the HSC faculty.
He came here faculty post at HSC in the fall of
Carol Finley, sr., game managein 1954 from the University of 1960.
ment—“too expensive.”

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

Phone VAndyke 2-1965

1957.

in

unity

controlling their own lives and be. . . I will

to HSC

Arcata

Art —

Jack Mays, jr., Art—“I think the
administration is on firm ground
with
the
passing of this
rule.
Most
students
are incapable of
sides

1644 G Street

Both works were selected from
national competition.
Butler has
been a consistent show winner

step toward social-

“I suppose that since it’s a state
law there isn’t much that we can
do about it. If other colleges can
do it, so can we.”

ron

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEE
9:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m.

Speech-Dra-

Joan Boyton, soph., Home

on-

San Anton-

ing “Decay in Rain” was shown
with the National Drawing Show
at Ball State College, Muncie, Indiana.

off campus as I do is evidence
of my parents’ faith and trust in
me. Compulsory dorm living robs
the girls who want to live off
campus of the opportunity and experience of household managing.”

at-

HUTCHINS
GROCERY

io, while a wash and pencil draw-

Betty Bird, soph., Art—“Living

hed
e of
the

Museum,
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Paintings by Max Butler, assistant professor of art, were selected for showing in two separate national art shows this month.
A water color paiting “Decay in
Moonlight” was included in the
Texas Watercolor Annual Exhibit

ma—“TI think it’s terrible! I’d like
to
know
ONE
good
argument
why this law was proposed.
It’s

hich

un
.T-

unmar-

living

not

parents, to live on campus,
except in special cases and
where parents approve of

‘or-

5

under 21,
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YOU?”
Totsi started the evening with Thorwald at a luxurious
restaurant where she consumed her own weight in Cornish rock
hen. From there they went to a de luxe movie palace where
Totsi had popcorn with butter. Then she had a bag of chocolate
covered raisins—also with butter. Then they went to a costly
ballroom and cha-cha’d till dawn, tipping the band every eight
bars. Then they went to a Chinese restaurant where Totsi, unable to decipher the large and baffling menu, found a simple
way out of her dilemma: she ordered one of everything. Then
Thorwald took her to the women’s dorm, boosted her in the

window, and went downtown to wait for the employment office
to open.

While waiting, Thorwald thought over all of his girls and
came to a sensible decision. “I think,” he said to himself, “that
I will stick with Philip Morris. I am not rich enough for girls.”
e

s

s

© 1059, Maz Shulmaa

Anybody is rich enough for Philip Morrie—and for Philip
Morris’s brother cigarette, filter-tip Marlboro, the cigarette

with better “‘makin’s”’.
the price is right.

The flavor’s fine, the Alter fitere,
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Summer Science
Study On Campus
For High Schools

Dr.
carrying out the Institute.
Donald Strahan, chairman of the
division of education and psychology, has been named director of
the program.

High school students in northwestern California and southwestern Oregon who show outstanding

iors

abilities in science studies may be
eligible to attend an Institute for
High School Students in Science
on campus this summer.
The four-week Institute is sponScience
National
the
by
sored
Foundation as part of the Foun-

dation’s

program

to “increase the

conof scientific
understanding
tents and methods through instruction offered by persons of re-

science

junior

and

The first Student Union sponsored activity to add a trophy to

sophomore

school

high

Current

HSC Rifle Ciub
Wins Trophy

(stu-

students
within

living

fall),

next

the

local and regional service area of
HSC will be given first priority,
although as many as ten or twelve
be
of the total attendants may

Junior Rifle Club April 5 in their
first

The

graved

A maximum
be chosen.

its per-

assuming

to

prior

was

being en-

manent position in the trophy case
outside the Dean’s office.

Institute will pay all costs

for students selected to attend, including housing in college dormitories, meals, and transportation
Students
costs where necessary.

trophy

gold

A

match.

the prize and it is now

chosen from other parts of California or other states.
of 60 students may

;

PiKpet oe

the HSC collection of awards is
The recently orthe Rifle Team,
ganized club under the leadership
Ewing, met the Arcata
of Ken

will be juniors and sen-

denst who

of

score

aggregate

An

1,388

points was amassed against the 1,281 points
team, with

fired by the opposing
the high score of 194

out of 200 possible points fired by
Walt Salmen. The three top scores
were fired by Walt Salmen, Hal
Koke and Ken Ewing, all of the
HSC team. Other team members
Institute will include lectures by included Yvonne
Anbint, Dennis
faculty and visiting staff Manyak, Orvil Rogers and Sandra
HSC
members, plus field trips and con- and Jim Styner.
ducted tours.
Both teams are affiliated with
Students selected to attend will the National Rifle Association and
be certified by their own high a three-way match is being planschool science faculty, and those ned with a third affiliate — the
students interested will apply Arcata High School team.
president,
club
Ewing,
Ken
through their own teachers. They

chosen will live in the newly comcognized scientific status.” Hum- pleted college dormitories, Redboldt State College has received a wood and Sunset Halls, under
The
$20,000 grant from the NSF for competent staff supervision.

f@c fer 10 minutes use of dryer
OPEN DAILY
from

6 a. m.

to

2 p. m.

Corner
11th and H &t.

Where Your Washing
Load
Is Made Lighter

will

not

apply

directly

to

Hum-

boldt State College.
Dr. Strahan said that information about the Institute will be
sent to all area high schools in the
near future, with full instructions
as to how to apply.

the

mentioned

times

meeting

and

added that new members are welcome. The monthly business meeting are held at 7 p. m. on the first
Tuesday

of

month

each

and

ing days are Wednesdays and Sundays at 7 and 2 p. m. respectively
at the Cas Gryszka range next to
the Azalea Preserve turn-off on
the north bank of Mad River.

the

next one, May 5, will also be the
annual election of officers. Shoot-

Open To Students
Twelve two-year Marshall Scholarship Awards
are awarded annually by the Britsh Government
to outstanding American students,
selected on a basis of intellect and

character,

English:

i

K

N

7

HILLTOP

HASH

HOUSE

English: AVERSION

TO

year’s quota
bers to 72.

COOKING

regions

will bring

the

num-

versity he or she wishes to attend
in England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland.

Wales

or

Awards are made for two years
in the first instance, but may be

A typical meal includes a puny melon
(scantaloupe) and your choice of sandwiches (shamburgers or rankfurters). It’s

extended for a third year.
The
scholars are required to take a
degree at their British university.
Each Marshall scholar receives

“Thinkish: PANIMOSITY

all served up, naturally, on 50-yr.-old
dishes

different

The students may major in a
variety of subjects and each has
the opportunity to choose the uni-

Thinklish transtation: This diner is
perched on a mountain peak, which
makes it a crestaurant! The view is tops
—but from there on, things go downhill.

(crackery). Best course

from

of the United States.
The scholarship scheme was established in 1953 as a British gesture of appreciation for Marshalf
Plan Aid.
The grant covered tuition, transport to and from the
United Kingdom, and an adequate
allowance while there.
So far, 60
students have benefitted, and this

to take:

witty

light up a Lucky . . . enjoy the honest
taste of fine tobacco. There’s no tip

KELLEY.

U- oF

$1,400 a year, and appréved tuition
mARTLA!

no

fees. A married man’s scholarship
may be increased by $560 a year,
in certain circumstances.
Marshall scholars also receive
their transportation to and from

their
university
Kingdom.

at the end!

in

the

United

In appointing Marshall Scholars
the selectors look for distinction

of intellect and character as evidenced both by scholastic attainment and by other activities and
achievements.
Preference is given to
candidates who
combine

high academic ability with the capacity to play an active part in
the United Kingdom university to
which they go.
Three scholarships
.

a

Oonato

MACPHERSON,

Sire

FS. Died

HOW TO MAKE ‘25
Saou

ALLAN

Gt

USMoP, NORTHWESTERN

Take a word—amplifier, for example.

y

vu

are

awarded

every year in each of the four regions of the United States: Eastern,

Southern,

and Pacific.

ea

Middle

Western

This year’s selections

come from eleven universities and
colleges from all over the country,
ranging in size from Cornell with
its 10,000 enrollment to the small
Kentucky college of Berea, roughly one tenth that size.

With it, you can make a wet

Applications
for the Marshall
Scholarship Awards may be ob-

microphone (damplifier), a torch singer’s mike (vamplifier), a boxing-ring

tained

loudspeaker (champlifier) or a P.A. system in an army post (camplifier).

in the Placement

Office.

That’s Thinklish—and it’s that easy! We’re paying $25 for the Thinklish
words judged best—your check is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky

Pat's Color Shop

Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address,

college or university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

OA.

vr. Ce

Fuller

—

—

Wall

CIGARETTES

Product of Sk Aasricon Sobacee Company —" Sobacee is our middle name

815

J St.

Paints

Paper
VA 2-2613

Arcata

ee

Gcli-Service
— Coin Operated
2Se for ead of washiong

Se

Redwood
Laundromat

»
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Bear-Hunting

By DAVID MAXON

Parties

it bit through his thirty pound test
leader.
The Wilderness Bill is in Conleans
and
the
eagerness
with |
which they pursue their sport, any | gress once again and its passage
rancher
or timber outfit
would lis vital to every conservationist.
need only to drop the slightest | This bill specifies the areas to be
world when his “depredation prob- protected and provides measures
lems” arise. The chances are good to administer them, but does not
that he’d never be able to hunt ‘add a single acre to the existing
The U. S. Forest Service
bears again on his own property, areas.
since a good pack of bear dogs is ‘has been notorious, in my opinion,
an efficient sort of blitzkrieg as ‘in renigging on statements of policy and in actual practice with refar as bears are concerned.
gard to the protection of these
A
letter
to
Assemblywoman
The unchanged aspect bePauline Davis in Sacramento ‘areas,
in a Wilderness
would be appropriate in this case, ling paramount
since she is chairman of the Fish Area, all uses, such as educational,
recreational, etc. must be secondand Game committee.
The general consensus of opin- ‘ary to it. Since the Forest Service
ion was that opening day on the jhas turned into a timber selling
lagoons was poor. Some nice Cut- business, it is obvious how the enthroats were taken upriver from croachment on a Wilderness area
This law, therefore, is
the 101 bridge on Little River. proceeds.
This area was recently opened to | designed to give some teeth to the
fishing upriver for a distance of ‘statutes protecting our wilderness,
so that the Forest Service, among
1,000 yards from the mouth.
The
South Jetty continues to others, can point to the law when
provide excellent fishing when the timber interests begin lobbying
ocean isn’t trying to sweep you for more logs, and say NO.
into the Pacific.
Your support of this bill should
An old-timer lost “the biggest be written to Representative Clem
Ling Cod I’ve ever seen” on Sun- | Miller and Senator Thomas Kuchday, off the Trinidad Pier, when jel in Washington.
Judging

by

the

number

of bear

hunting parties I’ve seen near Or-

’

a

.

‘

!

olan-

-

ent

a

its,

ind
ons

Actor Describes Experiences In
Humbold! Dramatic Productions

esesalt

uihe

By BARBARA O’NEIL
Lee Mitchell, a handsome dark-brown haired young man
with a flair for acting, who found the HSC Drama Department a testing ground for his acting ability, has given some
of the outstanding performances of the year.

ate

nis

~VS«e

~waAawe

m-

.

4

Mitchell, who played Antiphilus
of Syracuse
in Shakespeare’s
“Comedy
of Errors”
produced
earlier this year at HSC, names)
the bard as his favorite playwright.
“I enjoy acting in Shakespearean
plays more than any other because

they

have

e.:

such

a poetic

and

.

timeless quality.”
Mitchell gave
another demonstration of his acting ability when
he ployed Henry in Sutton Vane’s
“Outward Bound” on 17 days’ notice.
“I had watched rehearsals
occasionally,” said Mitchell, “but
I did not try out for any of the
parts because I was so busy with
my school work. Then 17 days before the play was to open the actor who was playing Henry became very ill.
Dr. John Pauley
asked me to play the part, so I
did.
It was a difficult play, and
I think I could have given a more
convincing
performance given
more time.”

Doubles In Brass
Mitchell also has tried his hand
at directing.
He directed the oneact play “Hyacinth
Halvey” by
Lady Gregory last month.
It was
only a fair job, and he admits “I
learned quite a bit while directing
the play, but it was only a fair
job for the first directing role.
I
need to do a lot better.”
At present Mitchell is working
on Mrs. Evelyn McCurdy’s production of Emlyn Williams’ “The
Corn Is Green.”
He has a small

part and

is also assistant

director

and stage manager of the play.
Mitchell, and his charming blond
wife, Mary Lou, have been mar-

ried

since

four
IV.

months

1957

and

old,

attending

school
though.
If I
work
for an advanced

‘Drama.
As
HSC, UCLA
Washington

go

back

all

possibilities.”

“An ‘education part’ in a play
is a defense mechanism used by
actors to described a small part,”
said Bob Graham, talking about
his part in “The Corn Is Green,”
to be presented by the College
Players May 1, 2 and 8, 9.
Graham describes his part of Idperson

who

can’t work in the mines because
of tuberculosis.”
The play has Welsh spoken in
it, and

English

with

Welsh

accent,

Graham
said that
learning the
Welsh was the hardest thing he
had to do for the play.
Special
sessions were held just to learn
how to speak enough Welsh to
pronounce the words in the play
correctly.
The scene he most enjoys doing
is one in which he talks to the
character played by Bill Livingston, who
speaks only
English.
Idwal speaks only Welsh, but later
learns English.
They try to understand each other but cannot.
Graham, a freshman drama ma-

Col-

and well, that’s it!”
Both will graduate from HSC in
June.
Mitchell will receive his
B.
A. in
English,
while
Mrs.

degree

Mitchell has no definite plans
for the future right now.
“I have
not yet decided what I want to

to Canada

in 1953, he was part of

her honor guard during her stay.
In Canada he studied Russian

dancing
him

He

as well as ballet to help

in his hoped-for

expressed

stage

career.

a dislike for teach-

ing, but decided that if he couldn’t
make a go of it on the stage, he
would turn to teaching.
Movies,
TV, and radio held no interest for
him.
His ambition is to get his
masters degree in drama and work
on the New York stage.

an

extremely

independent,

self-willed

social

the small
Glensarno

Welsh
mining
with the intent

worker,

comes

to

town of
of bring-

ing education into the isolated lives of the inhabitants.
An interesting parallel here is that Miss Fegan
has
been
a_ speech-drama
teacher at Eureka ,High
School
for the past three years.
She was
graduated
from
San _ Francisco
State

Part Of Welch
‘Corn Is Green’

as “a shy, nervous

Yvonne

College

and

is

now

doing

in several

high

school plays

reka,
Another

antagonistic

a tendency

Em

Darhaud,

Sandy

element

to distract

Trutalli,

Rosalie

‘Garden’ Junior Prom
“Garden in the Rain” will be
the theme for the Junior Prom this
year. The class met this week and
appointed

Pat

Regli

and

Pat

in

the

meeting

today

at

noon.

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS...
THEY PATRONIZE US!

Mor-

gan Evans from his primary goal.
Miss Murray, an elementary education major in her junior year, is
making her first appearance on the
stage. However, she was assistant
to the director of “Outward
Bound.”
More comedy is provided by Mrs,
Watty, reformed pickpocket and
mother of Bessie Watty, now an
atcive member of the Righteous
Militant “Corpse.”
She is aptly
portrayed
by Marianne
Haynes,
with a laugh in every line.
Mrs.
Haynes is a sophomore drama major and has had considerable acting experience in college and in
various theater organizations. The
list of productions in which she
has appeared is quite impressiv.e
|
Supporting roles are played by
|Robert Graham as Idwal Morris,
| Virginia
Luau as Sarah
Pugh,

The Varsity
Restaurant - Fountain

SUPER
SHAKES... SUNDAES...
SODAS . . . SANDWICHES

854

“G”

St,

Arcata

Ouerlooking Ancata's
Seautifed Plaza

Watch Repairs
Watches - Diamonds
Silver - China

ARCATA

EUREKA

“COOPER AUTO |
PARTS
Replacement Parts
All Cars

for

Tools and Equipment
982 - 4th Street
Phone

VA

Arcata
2-3156

TUESDAY is college bowling nite at

Kedwood Lanes

jor and besides his impressive

re-

he has appeared

Mil-

ler as co-chairmen for the event.
The dance will be at the Eureka
Inn on Saturday, May 16, climaxing Lumberjack Days,
Decorations will be centered a| round
the Garden in the
Rain
theme. Committees appointed were
| decorations, band, publicity, clean
lup and refreshment.
All juniors
at Eu- |interested in helping with the dec|orations or planning are asked to

post-graduate work here at Humboldt.
She has been cast in several plays during her college years,
tops
among them was_ probably
“Bernardine.”
Morgan Evans (Bill Turner) is
the crude young miner in whom
Miss Moffat discovers surprising
potentiality.
She directs all her
drive, hope, and energy to shape
this potential into something positive.
Bill Turner is a freshman
music major with a speech-drama
minor. His last role was as pastor
in “Outward Bound.”
Turner has
been through “boot camp” training for this role.
The studentteacher relationship goes back to! | John Rawlinson as a Groom, D.
his days at EHS
where Turner ,;Lee
Mitchell
as
Robbart
Robwas even then a student of Miss batch, Larry Clevenger as Glynn
Fegan.
Thomas,
John Brandenburg
as
The play has many more inter- John Owen, Paul Conner as Old
esting characters.
John Gorowny
Tom, Bonnie Jean Carter as Mrs.
Jones (Reginald Mintey) and Miss Morris, and Tom Hedges as Will
Ronberry
(Mary Lou
Mitchell) Hughes.
are Miss Moffat’s teaching assist- |
“The Corn Is Green” is to be
ants,
They lend local color to the | presented
Friday and
Saturday,
play, being inhabitants of Glen- May 1, 2, 8, and 9
Tickets will
sarno
themselves.
Mintey
is a be on sale one week in advance of
freshman art major and speech- performance
in the Green
and
drama _ minor, appearing in
his Gold
Room.
Reservations
may
third Humboldt
Players produc- be
made by calling
Humboldt
tion.
Mrs. Mitchell is a group State College, Extension 297.
major in home economics, music
and
english.
The wife of
Lee
Mitchell, she shares his interest
in the theater.
Though this is her
first appearance on the Humboldt
stage, she has appeared in high
school plays.
Bill Livingston, who has been in
almost
every production of
the
Humboldt Players in the past two
years, plays the role of the Squire.
The Squire is the antagonistic element, the source of many laughs,
of Miss |
and the
pliable subject
Moffat’s
will.
Livingston
is a
is a sophomore speech-drama macord at Humboldt

Er-

Pats, Miller, Regli, ‘Named Chairmen Of

“The Corn Is Green’’ is the character of Bessie Watty, played by
Gail Murray.
Bessie is a slightly |
disrespectful young Cockney thing |
having

Nielson,

amouth,
Dennis Day, Loretta
Waits and Phyllis Thornton.

By ROGER WERTS
Rehearsals for ‘‘The Corn Is Green’’ are progressing on
schedule and the cast will be ready, willing, and able to
present to the Humboldt Players’ audience this Welsh comedy by Emlyn Williams May 1, 2, 8 and 9.
The basic plot of the play is serious but it progresses
through a series of comic incidents intended to bring laughs
and leave one with a feeling of heart-warming optimism.
This, in spite of the fact that the play was written in the
late 1930’s, a time of almost world-wide conflict and pessi-

gan),

to

Dialect Problem

wal,

Ratliff,

vin, Launi Mason, Edward ‘Sarginson, Stan Yack-

‘The Corn Is Green’ Opens Next
Week For Four-Performance Run

“The Corn Is Green” revolves
around a studeni-teacher relationship.
Miss Moffat (Maureen Fe-

far as schools go,
or the University of
are

Rarin’ to roll, above left to right, are Lath, Susie

mism.

do,
I will
degree
in

jor from Arcata, is a native of Al-

lege. “There were four girls whom
I! thought would be nice to take
out. I decided to ask Mary Lou

her

will

berta, Canada. He attended school
in Canada and was pipe sergeant
of a bagpipe and drum corps. During the visit of Queen Elizabeth II

Reedly Junior

Mitchell will receive
in Home Economics.

probably

son

a

College Romance
Mitchell met his wife while both
were

|

I

Mitchell

have

Leroy

do.

The recently-organized campus Bowling Club
has become one of the most active organizations on |
campus.
The club meets Mondays at 5 p. m. at
the Redwood Lanes in Arcata.
Prof. Robert Kittleson is faculty adviser and Al Lath is president.

10th St. Between H and I

Arcata
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Hornets Clash
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HSC CINDERMEN GO FOR
HT WIN
SEVENTH STRAIGCLARK
State’s

track

with Sacramento

at Redwood

Hornets

State’s

on

head

meets

in a dual

Humboldt State’s surprising track and field tennis team
took its fifth and sixth straight dual meet wins last Satur-

meet

Bow! beginning at 11:30.

The Lumberjacks are placing
six meet win streak on the line

and the Hornets need only one
win from Humboldt to claim the
unofficial Far Western Conference title.

The Sacramento cindermen have
beaten every team in’the FWC ex-

day at Chico when they downed the Chico State Wildcats
and the Southern

shown promise after last week’s
121.4 in the 220 will also press
Vasquez.
The freshman standout
is also expected to be a strong entry

in

the

cept Humboldt, and the Jacks hold

that

the

are

Jacks

shape they have
with sprint star

in

the

finest

been in all year
Manuel Vasquez

finally ready to return to his 100
and

220-yard

favorites.

dash

The junior speed merchant

will

still have a tough go, in order to
beat Henry Wade who ran a close
second to Nevada’s Dick Strunk’s

9.5 in the century and teammate
freshman Frank Alden who beat
him last week,
Keith Weidkamp, who has

TIGER’S DEN
946 16TH ST., ARCATA
Open Monday through Friday
8:30 a.m. - 6 p. m.
Meat Boat Sandwiches, Hamburgers, Foot Long Het Dogs
French Fries, Thick Milk Shakee,
Coke, Root Beer, Orange

TIGER SLUSH
CANDIES and ICE CREAM

FOR A MEAL
OR A
SNACK

WAA Enjoys
Overnight
Camping Trip

Last Friday the WAA left HSC
for an overnight camping trip at
Redwood Creek.
campus
left the
The women
ready for a weekend of fun, This
is an annual event enjoyed more
each year by all who attend.
The women returned to campus
early Saturday afternoon.

I. Q’s Top Frat In
Basketball Play

COMPLETE

had

teams

their

fought

way into the finals by winning
Monday night’s games, the I. Q.’s
Coach Gordon Schroeder, director of intramurals, has issued a no-

interested

tice that anyone
tramural

tact him
hopes
ram

at the

in in-

should

swimming

con-

gymnasium.

He

swimming

pro-

to start the
next week.

TOP 20 TUNES
and
to

Hi-Fi

OR

I

Albums

ER

Complete Drug and
Prescription Service

After The Game

Falor's

TRY

Prescription
Pharmacy

At the Foot of College
Hill on Frontage Road

Open
$ a, m, to 9 p. m.
Seven
Days A Week
North

Arcata,

1563 G Street

close to campus

Ph. VA 2-2952

Humboldt State’s golf team left
the intercollegiate circles last Saturday to take on the Faculty All
Star “Quiz Kids” in a sven match
affair that the Jacks won 16% to
4.
Freshman John Yingst took the
medalist honors with a three-under-par
69
and
captain
Chuck
Blackburn added a two-under-par
70 to pace the HSC win.
Yingst’s 69 edged Francis Givins 3-0, Blackburn
downed
Dr.
Larry Kerker 3-0, Pete Dye took
a 3-0 win from
Floyde Glende,
Rich Bailey split at 1%-1% with
Paul Menges, Mel Bailey took a
3-0 decision from Dr. Miles Sinclair, Kerker took a 3-0 win from
| Billy Caver and Givens downed

|Rod

Clams, and Sport

Sandretto

3-0.

|

WAA

BANQUET

The WAA banquet will be held
Monday, April 27, at the Towers
Inn here in Arcata.
All women
interested in attending the dinner
are to sign up in the women’s gym.
|The dinner is $2.25 per person.

The annual Clambake was held
at Clam Beach last Saturday beginning at 2 p.m.
Foresters, fisheries and wildlife men gathered for
the event of the combined C. U.
and Forestry Clubs, which was beFurther information is also posted
gun with a skeet shoot. The course
with the sign-up sheet in the gym.
of fire consisted of five stations at
varying distances and angles from timber in fine style, completed the
the thrower, who hurled the birds course standing up.
The winning
with a hand trap from behind a
;
Todd, Al
Gary
of
consisted
team
large stump.
The strong
- armed Johnson,
Phil
Saunders,
Walt
hurlers were George Roether, Nick
roll.
Jim,McCar
and
Gilmon
Zupo
and ‘Francis Schutz,
who
The foresters’ supremacy ended |
spelled each other for the 31 con- here, however, with a 7-5 defeat in
testants.

The

wind

and

erratic | the baseball

game.

The

tug-o’-

flight of the birds caused many to
miss rather consistently, but the
high man in each of a half dozen
groups
of five contestants,
was
matched in a “sudden death” shoot

war headed by Dr. Charles Yocum
on the C. U. side and Jerry Partain
on the Forestry Club
side
commenced with a ditch of water

off.

time Partain was dripping wet, along with most of his crew. When
a rematch was requested, the wildlifers proceeded to drag the tim-

This is a method

of elimina-

whereby

a

scratched

if he

After

smoke

the

last empty

semi-finalist

misses
cleared

any
and

shell lay in the

is

bird.
the

sand,

defeating Walker’s Warriors, and ither eventually won and split the
entry fee prize money with the
the Fraternity defeating Teke.

MEALS

BIM’S

Features Skeet,

the Foresters had emerged with
both finalists in the last sudden
death competition.
George Roe-

featuring
MALTS and SHAKES
SANDWICHES

Clambake Program

The

is the place to go!
FREEZE

WEIDKAMP

tion

. BIMS
FRESH

KEITH

one of Humboldt’s many promising freshman track students,
joined the Lumberjack Record
Breakers
Club last
week at
Chico. The middle distance and
sprint star scampered the 220yard dash in a :21.4 to erase the
old HSC standard of :21.6 set
last year by teammate Manuel
Vasquez.

The I. Q.’s came out on top of
the intramural basketball play by
defeating the Fraternity last Tuesday night by the score of 46-27.

two

Raiders.

Golf Team Takes
Faculty, 1642-42

440.

The meet may go down to the
wire with the relay deciding the
winner.
It will take a tremen-

dous effort by Humboldt’s field
entries, the strongest ever to don
wins over every team except Nevthe Lumberjack green and gold,
A Humboldt win would tie
ada.
to force the issue and to overthe unofficial title, which officialcome the favorable hurdle and
ly is settled at the annual FWC
distance depth that the Hornets
championship meet to be held on
possess.
May 9 at Chico.
Included in this fine Jack group
In tomorrow’s meet the Hornets
in the
the best balanced are freshman Bill Hook
have perhaps
team that Humboldt has faced all shot and discus, Tom Schubert in
in early season the discus, Roger Biffle and Bob
Although
lear.
HSC was in the thick of the bat- Kaufman in the pole vault, Bill
Christiansen, Don
tle with Nevada and the Wolfpack Crichton, Jim
was just nipped (67-64) by Sacra- Black and Larry Krupka in the
mento last week, the visitors have high jump and Vester Flanagan
definitely taken the early advan- and freshman Jim Barker in javelin.
tage.
The meet will mark
the last
The meet could well prove the
breaking point for the Redwood Humboldt effort at home and the
Bowl records four of which were next to last meet before the FWC
Next week the thinclads
broken in Humboldt’s only other finals.
journey to Ashland for a triangumeet of the year.
Oregon and
Southern
Actually ten of the fifteen bowl lar with
marks are under direct fire and Oregon Tech.
any of the other five could very
two
be toppled when the
well
teams tangle in the top local cinder match this year.
Humboldt forces will be fully
intact for the first time as coach
Bob Doornink said early last week

Oregon

between

bermen

the

contestants.

In

jig

in again, this time so vio-

lently that one brave anchor man
on the losing team was jerked
clear across the ditch.

At this time the chow

commit-

tee, headed by Eldon
Denanina
clubs.
and Dewey Riscioni, climaxed a
Boys Will Be Boys
| superb job of making huge caulA “pecker pole” race was next idrons of clam chowder and loaf
with one team of biologists and lafter loaf of garlic-buttered
two forestry teams participating. French bread.
After the crowd was fed, guitars
The biologists and one bunch of
foresters got tangled with their appeared and harmony (?) echoed
poles and bit the sand, but the from the dunes late into the night.
other forestry team, straddling its And a jolly time was had by all.

BUY NOTE NG -- BUT
BUTTERNUT!

Overshadowing

formance

the team

was

showing

of

the

per-

individual

freshman

Keith

Weidkamp in the 220 and sophomore
javelin thrower
Vester
Flanagan,
who both broke
school récords.
Flanagan’s toss of 195 feet with
the spear reset his earlier mark of
188 feet and Weidkamp’s fast :21.4
in the 220 set another Humboldt
standard to bring the current record breaking total to five so far
this season.
Humboldt outscored
Chico
80-51 and dropped Southern Oregon’s Raider’s 102-28 in dual meet
competition and added a triangular
win of 8414 points to Chico’s 62%
and the Raiders 15.
Weidkamp completed a double
by annexing the 440 in a wind
Bill Hook continblown of :50.2.
ved his usual twin weight win in
the discus and shot put.
his
Alden experienced
Frank
best day as a collegiate performer
winning his first century, nipping
out teammate Vasquez, and Roger Biffle took the pole vault in a
13914” leap.
TRACK
EVENTS
(HSC);
Yd. Dash—Alden
(CH);
Hammond
(HSC);

100
quez

er

(SOCE)—:10.2
220 Yd. Dash—Weidkamp
(SOCE);

Baker

VasBak-

(HSC);

Al-

(HSC);

Vasquez

den (HSC)—:21.4*
(HSC);
Yd. Run—Weidkamp
440
Morris (CH); Stevens (HSC); Swindle (SOCE)—:50.
880 Yd. Run—Staniey (HSC); Mor); Sturni (CH); Swindle (SOoe fc
201.9
(CH); Tle for
Mile Run—Gittens
2nd: Scott (HSC) and Smith (HSC);

Jone

Smith

SOCE)—4:38.3
Mile Run — Gittens

iso:

(CH);

Ratz

(HSC);

Scott

a

(Caite Relay—Chico; Humboldt—3:-

31.1

H.

Yd.

420

Stuvni

ge:

(CH);

H.—Hatcher

Sweet

(HSC);

August

CH)—:15.1
Yd. L. H.—Schelley (C); Car.
Hatcher
(HSC); Tie for 3rd:
rier
(CH) and Johnson (SOCE)—:24.0

High J um ek

ey esc)

ji

CHER)
ie sentehncen
(Or);isandle
A
Alden tHe);

ri

ust

roa

(CH)

Pole

ichton

K

rup-

Tie

eHsc);

ka

for

u

(HSC);

Christiansen

meson

:

Y,"

Vault—Biffle

(CH);

Tie for 3rd:

fret

‘Put—Hook

and Kaufman
—2913°9'4,"

3

3rd:

(HSC))

ug-

(CH

Williams

Baker

a

Tone

(HSC);

ha

Humboldt
tomorrow

field team

and

Raiders in Triangular Meet

:

By HUGH

Tracksters Dump Chico,

(SOCE)

(HSC);

(CH);
me
(SOCE);
‘4
(CH)—**49
(HSC);
Javelin—Flanagan
(Oy, Clayton (CH); Barker

Cooley

Burton

Bryan
(HSC)

sas.

Page 8

Discus—Hook
(HSC); Colley (SOCE): Schubert (HSC); Fowler (CH)
—147'8Y,"
Team Stansings — Humboldt 84'2;
Chico 621; Southern Oregon,
15.
Oual Meet—Humboldt
80; Chico 51.
Humboldt 103; Southern Oregon 28.
*New School Record
**Chico Field Record

Jack Netters Take
Win From Raiders;

»

a

Sac., Gators Next
The
Humboldt
State
tennis
squad won its third match in four
outings last week when they beat
Southern Oregon 4-3 at Ashland.
Jack Geary of Humboldt lost the
first match to Bruce Merrill of
SOC 6-4, 1-6, 4-6; but Art Dalianes evened the score with a 7-5,
6-4 win over Bob Gouley.
In other singles matches: John
Root,
SOC, defeated Gary
Peter| son, Humboldt,
6-4, 4-6, 75. Paul

/Zimmerman,

Humboldt,

Rob

SOC,

Cramer,

6-3,

and

Bruce Paige, Humboldt, defeated
| Dick Clark, SOC, 3-6, 6-1, and 6-3.
The doubles matches saw Geary
and
Dalianes of Humboldt
beat
Merrill and Root 6-0, 6-4, while
Gouley and John Russell of SOC
topped
Peterson and
Zinselmeir
7-5, 6-2.
This afternoon the team is in

San Francisco to do battle
|Sacramento and tommorow
|will

play

San

Francisco

|

defeated
6-1;

with
they

State.

|

,

4
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HUMBOLDF DOWNS WOLFPACK, 9-0, 9-2
‘Jacks Continue FWC Race Tomerrow .
With Contest At Davis With Caf Aggies
-|Meet Mustangs
at
Wh
s
at'
‘Wh
In Doubleheatler
Back To The Axe
where they will meet the Cal
by hugh clark

The league leading Humboldt
State College horsehiders will
leave for Davis at noon today

———

SPS

ae

aS a

Aggies in
morrow.

Back this week to the grind of the axe, the “much-talked about
Well, where is it????
Lumberjack axe.
Yes, a group of HumLatest info has it located in Chico State!!!!!
is now hanging in
trophy
vaunted
the
reported
students
State
boldt
the Chico bookstore.
Earlier this week one of the HSC students said he accompanied a
group of Hilltop students to Chico and they saw the axe through the
window, but were unable to retrieve the valuable possession.
Now hear this, Chico, now hear this — it’s now time for you to
return the axe.
Humboldt lost the axe in 1957 and Chico had legal possession but
if the Wildcat school can remember Humboldt won last fall’s contest
and now have possession of the axe and may retain it another year.
So Chico, return the axe and you may have it if you win the next
gridiron

meeting

this

fall.

*

*

+

oe

The

14

a

double

man

header

to-

traveling

squad

hopes to extend its conference record to 5-1.
Slated to tawe the
mound
for the Jacks are Alva
Kinney and Bill Drabble. This duo
pitched the double victory over ‘the
Nevada Wolfpack last weekend.
The Cal Aggies have a 1-3 conference record. They are reputed
to

have

a

strong

hitting

ball

club.

They split a double header with
the San Francisco State Gators.

St. Bernard's In
6-4 Win Over
Junior Jacks

Lumberjack Baseballers Take
FWC Leadership After Sweep
By BOB McCORD
The

Humboldt

State

horsehiders

Humboldt Announces
1959 Football Schedule ©
The Humboldt
State Lumberjack football
team
will play a
rugged 10-game schedule in 1959.
The Jacks will open the season
against FWC Champion San Francisco State in San Francisco on
September 19.

Junior Jacks
Suffer Sixth
Loss Of Season
Humboldt State’s Junior Jacks
suffered their sixth loss of the season last Tuesday afternoon at the
hands of the Arcata High Tigers.
Losing
pitcher
Charlie
Jones
went the distance giving up only
three hits but he walked eight and

a three-run

double by Tiger

Gary

Howard
spoiled
the
freshman
chucker’s best performance on the
mound.
Steve Cottrell received the win,

allowing the collegians only three
runs, including hard-hit triple by
Jones in the fourth.

but walked
loss.
Player,
Norgal,
Luzzi(

at San Francisco
Sept. 26—Oregon College of Edcata

at Ar-

é

Oct. 10— Sacramento
Sacramento

,

State

at

Oct. 17— Western Washington
at Arcata
Oct. 24—Cal Aggies at Arcata
(Homecoming)
Oct. 31—Chico State at Chico
Nov. 7— University of Nevada
at Arcata
Nov.
14—Southern
Oregon
at
Ashland
Nov. 26—Whittier at Arcata

hits,
13

JUNIOR
Pos.
2b
1b

Kammerzell,

“The
first home game will be
played September 26, against Oregon College of Mommoth. Other
home games will be played against
the
Seattle
Ramblers,
Western
Washington, Cal Aggies, Nevada,
and Whittier.
Games away from home will be
played at San
Francisco, Chico,
Ashland, and Sacramento.
The complete schedule as announced by Head Football Coach
Phil Sarboe:
Sept. 19—San
Francisco State

ucation at Arcata
Oct. 3—Seattle Ramblers

two

c

Mcintyre, (2) Gay,
rf
Walker, 3b
Nickerson
(2-c)
Gooden
(2-If) cf
Bowman,
ss

struck
to

out

receipt
JACKS
AB RH
3°@
0
400

three,
for

POA
E
3
t
9
500

100000

300
30060
311
3
1
1
3822
8
+

)5
00
0090
03
1
3
¢
&
i968
£3
8

now

3-1.

In the opener, Alva
allowed only two hits as
the Wolfpack ‘out 9-0.
faced only 23 batters

Kinney
he shut
Kinney
as two

’

Friday and Saturday nights

THE

ada error, a single by Carlson and

basepaths

empty.

Kinney

out three and walked

struck

none.

Leroy Orozco led the Jacks at
the plate as he had a triple, double
and single in three times at bat.
Humboldt started fast as they
scored two times in the first inning. Joe Beeson and Dennis Pontoni led off with singles. Ike Peterson’s sacrifice fly scored Beeson.
Then Carl Carlson singled
to score Pontoni.
The L umberjacks made it 3-0 in|
|
the second inning when
Orozco} |
doubled and was followed by Bitt|
|
Matson’s
single.
The
third in-|
ning really put it away for the)
Jacks.
Pontoni reached first on|
an error,
Peterson doubled and
Ron Reynolds walked to fill the} |

New Womens PE

Majors Club
Formed For Fall

a walk to Reynolds.
The fourth spelled disaster for
the Wolfpack when the Lumberjacks spiked the plate 6 times. Two
walks, two fielder’s choices, three
errors and two singles, both by
Drabble, did the damage.
The
Wolfpack scored a_
solo
each in the fifth and sixth innings
for their only runs of the day.
FIRST GAME
HUMBOLDT STATE

Player,

Pos

ABRH

POA

E

Beeson, rf ....
an ‘
10100
Matias, if ...........
4 00.100
Pontoni, cf
.
420100
Peterson, 2b ..
421
2186
Carlson,

Qrozco,

ss...

c

Reynolds,

Perry,

3b

-

Drabble,

1b

p

Pos

Kidder,

2b

Shoemaker,

Whitaker, cf
Clark rf
Potint, ss .
t (5) ss

Scvomareda
Johnson,

Brown

p

(3)

#08

2

1

50686

412

0310

4
910
15
5
2
EVADA
AB RH
POAE
$e@0e
8
4
4
;
200420

1b

400700

(5) 2
.

p

Totals

Stolen

11

40231141
.

Totals
player.

3

302100

322

-411
301
100
2%
t+

301

121

000000

301

000

28
26
SUMMARY

Bases,

200
100
190
3
2am

Pontoni

219

(1);

5

Struck

Out, Drabble
(10), Brown (Ds Johnson
(1); Winning
Pitcher,
Drabble;
Losing
Pitcher,
Johnson;
Time
Game, 1 hr. 45 min.

SECOND GAME
HUMBOLDT STATE
Pos.
AB RH POAE

Player,

Beeson,
Matias,

rf
If

411
-501

Pontoni, cf
Peterson, 2b

421
311

Carlson, ss
Reynolds,
1b

Orozco,

c

Matson,
Kinney,

Player,

Peck,

$2:

3b
p

2718

.211
.-401
32
NEVADA
AB

Pos.

c

400
23
86

401
061
322
':*e8
&
s

Totals

Clark,

1006
000

14
@000,

911

2114

RH

POAE

t—V-.2ees

2.28

2

2001000

rf

hoemaker, 1b...
3 00
500
| Weitaker, fou.
3 00160
| Summersell, 2b
2006000
om
(7) 2b
100000
*
~&£# 679
6 2 2¢
Potini,

Gardiner, if
Dianna,
Johnson %6)

300310

P

..
4

201
00
®
100
000
100010

HELLO

TOM
MORGAN
870 G ST.
ARCATA

Plaza Barber Shop)

Se

THE FINEST
NAME IN FOODS
IN HUMBOLDT!
wen

“we

9

2 PTR EESY

Building Supplies
New and Used

FURNITURE
on

Cannam’s K and K
Cannam’s Huntoon & I

‘Cannam’s 5th and L
North Arcata

| bases-load single by Orozco. The
score had been set up by a Nev-

Humboldt double plays kept the

-—-e-

By the Jerry Moore Trio

victorious

In the past years, the Women’s |
Totals
23
02
215
71
If
SUMMARY
and
Men’s_
Physical
Education |
Doubles, Peterson, Orozco; Teipies
Club has been combined, but next | Orozco; Left on Bases, Humboldt (8),
Jones, p
Sev
*:28
year the clubs will be separated | Nevada (3); Double Plays, Peterson
to Carlson
to Reynolds,
Carison
to
Totals
28
46
8
7
4 so each major’s group will have its | Peterson
to Reynolds;
Winning
Pitcher, Kinney; Losing
Pitcher, DJown club.
ST. BERNARD’S
|anna; Time of Game, 2 hes.
Player, Pos.
AB RH POA E
On April
14, a committee of
Waters, oa
2031
000
Bonomini,
100000
Women
Physical Education Maparents, 7 (2) 2b
000
000
jors met to vote on a name for
Costa, io “e) ss
100
710
Frye,
1
$710
39
28 ethir
club, adopt a constitution,
Berry,
301
200
and elect officers.
Bare fles, K (3b)
120020
The Product Of My
Owens (5-ss) If
210
000
The Women’s Physical EducaEoumndee, rf
-120
200
tion
Majors
have
named
their
club
Profession Proves
Burger, c
100700
Jeffers (4) If
100
000
the PEM
Club — Physical EdMy ee
Majors.
Officers elected
Totals
we6@e!222
3
2 }ucation
For A
|were president Carolyn Sanders;
SUMMARY
Doubles.
Nicekrson;
Home
Runs, vice
president
Bearnice
Finley;
PHONE
VA 22.1083
Gooden; Stolen Bases, J. J. (3) St.
sercetary Sandy Zunino; treasurer
B. (1); ‘Sacrifice Hits, Waters, ~~
omini, Owens; Left _on Bases, J.
Neely; ICS representative
(2), St. B.
(11); Bases on
Bans, | Jackie
Jones, (3). Berry (3); Struck Out, | Mona Armstrong; AWS represenJones
;
Berry
10) ;
wee
|| } tative Nancy Hunsinger.
Pitcher, ioegs
Ccotme
Pitche
The club will go into effect this
Jones; Umpires, Cunningham ane. °:
neto; Scorer, Hanley; Time of Game, |
;coming fall semester.
t
2 hrs. 15 min.

JAZZ
752 18th.St.

the

home

9-2. The double win put the Lumberjacks atop the Far
Western Conference standings. Their conference record is

bases.
Then
Orozco
singled to|
Two new coaches have joined the Far Western Conference recently
score Pontoni and Peterson. Matas a turnover of personnel has been taking place at University of
son walked and
Kinney singled | |
Nevada and Sacramento State.
scoring
Reynolds
and
Orozco.
St.
Bernard’s
beat
the
Humboldt
At the ¢ -apital city, Dr. Hal Wolf has left intercollegiate coaching
State Junior Jacks 6-4 in Eureka Then Beeson walked and Ken Ma- |
after handling the Hornet basketball and baseball teams for a numtias got on on an error
scoring}
last Friday.
ber of years.
The score was then 8-0. |
The Crusaders scored two runs Matson.
Zverett
She
vete
yo
oe
and foer &:
accepte lee the sccoad inaing
has s accepted
of 20 years at Wyoming
Shelton, a a veteran
Everett
The
final tally
came in
the|
the position as head basketball mentor. The 60-year-old left Wyomthe third to take the lead the Jun- fourth when Orozco
tripled to|
ing following an announcement
that the “pressure of top collegiate ior Jacks couldn’t overcome.
score Reynolds who had singled.
|
competition, the fierce struggle of recruiting .. .’ ’ At Wyoming ShelIn the fifth inning Ozzie GoodBill Drabble continued to show
ton’s over-all record was 329 victories and 199 defeats.
en singled, stole second, took third
Humboldt’s mastery
over the
At Nevada young Dick Trachok was named at a recent board of on a wild pitch and scored on a Wolfpack as he struck out 10 men
The next inning and allowed only 6 hits.
The 33-year-old Wolfpack alum- fielder’s choice.
regents meeting held in Las Vegas.
saw
the
collegians
score
three
nus will take over the gridiron duties next fall.
The Jacks first two scored came
He is replacing Gordon McEachron whose six-year record is 6-1-23. times as Jim Walker and Chuck in the second inning on consecuLast year marked Eachron’s best season with a 3-3 record including Nickerson reached base safely, and tive singles by Peterson, Reynolds,
then Gooden slammed a three-run
3ill Perry and Drabble. HSC adda major upset over Humboldt State.
’
homer.
one
more
in the third
on a}
;ea
Charlie
Jones was the
losing |
pitcher for the Junior Jacks.
He

alled

came

from Reno, Nevada, downing the Nevada Wolfpack 9-0 and

Cannam’s of Scotia

Open 8 to 8

Auction Mondays
- ieee
—_

Carl Johnson Co.
Hiway 101 North

Expert Guaranteed
WATCH REPAIR
Fast Service
Free Crystal With Each
Watch Cleaning

TO

Bring Your Watch In

DEFINO
CREDIT
JEWELERS
No Interest
No Carrying Charge
725 8TH STREET
ON PLAZA, ARCATA

[
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Many Activifies Pro And Con Arguments On Oath
sented To Volers
Provision Pre
Slated For
By LARRY
over the so-called ‘‘loyalty oath’’
overs
contr
the
Since
Lumberjack Days has gained some pro mence
on the Humboldt campus a&
the spring elections next
special poll will be taken during
felt that
week. The Executive Council of the student body
bod
student
the
of
s
feeling
the
in order to best determine
poll.

MORRISON

By KAY

Lumberjack Days, a new activity on the HSC campus, will be
at large the issue should be
The event,
held May 15 and 16,
To better acquaint the student
which replaces the All School Picnic, will feature student and fac- body with the arguments both for
and against the loyalty oath, folulty entertainment.
dances,
two
are
lowing is a condensed version of
On the agenda
The
a play, movies, swim ballet, a var- | the arguments on each side.
study
Othto
urged
review.
is
band
a
body
and
t
show
studen
iety
er features will be carnival booths, the question carefully before vota dinner, a luncheon, swim dem- ing at the regular election.
the
Congress passed
In 1958
onstrations and competition, free
National Defense Education Act.
swimming and a baseball game.
The Hay Hop will be held Fri- This Act provides several million
day, May 15, in the tennis courts, dollars to be made available to
the
students throughout
while the parking lot will resemble college

placed before them as a

This
methods.”
| unconstitutional
second oath is commonly called
the “loyalty oath” and has been
‘strongly opposed by many responsible groups in the education field.
|Such colleges and universities as
and
Bryn Mawr
Princeton,
Swarthmore have refused to accept the loan funds if the students

are required

the

to make

special

affirmation of the allegiance to the
United States.
Those opposing the oath claim
that the oaths are a threat to aca-

United States. The purpose of the
ments and fun.
act is to provide no-interest loans demic freedom. That is, the right
folthe
to students who intend to teach to free inquiry is seriously impairThe Junior Prom will be
In support
lowing night.
in elementary or secondary schools ed by such an oath.
that the
out
point
backts
mic
opponen
the
the’
acade
ing
preced
whose
Friday
those
and
Drama
opHay Hop will be presented by a grounds indicate superior capabil- American educational system
ent of reagroup of students under the direc- ities in science, mathematics, en- erates under a governm
foreign son rather than force and that the
A gineering,
or a modern
torship of Stan Brandenburg.
a carnival with booths for refresh-

rated

current

movie

will

also

be

shown during the two-day affair.
Plans for Lumberjack Days are
progressing well, under the chair-

manship

of

Glendyne

unhampered

language.

Under this program, Humboldt
State has been allocated $8200.
As we
somewhat

Baldwin.

has
know, there
of a controversy

been
over

committee

Mays, Tony Vasquez,
janes, and Dean Kate
adviser.

TeverHone

VA

Art DalBuchanan,

2-2295

G. Bradley Barnes,
O. D.
OPTOMETRIST

912

10rm ST.

ARCATA, CALIF.

of knowledge

is vital to that government's
istence.
The

continuation

the

of

ex-

maintainance of an
in which criticism

atmois ac-

as normal and the educaprocess includes the considof opinions.

of a diversity

eration
legiance to the United States pro| Opponents point out that furthe
defend
and
support
to
mising
ther, the purpose of the loyalty
|
Unthe
of
laws
Constitution and
since those
questionable
loath.is
all enemies.
against
ited States
activities
in subversive
engaged
t
affidavi
an
is
oath
second
The
scruples
any,
if
few,
have
would
soldo
“I
reads as follows:
| that
If the intent of the
emnly swear (or affirm) that I do about signing.
cause these people to
not believe in, and am not a mem- oath is to
es, their acts of
themselv
perjure
orany
ber of and do not support
or} violation of the law are sufficient
that believes in
| canization

|

without

or

States

violence

Government

or

by

any

by

force

illegal

SMIT TY'S
Dario Meucci - John Polzin — UNION

OIL DEALER

Leave Your Car Before Class
Cali VA 2-3878 for Pick up
Across frem the Arcata Theater
VA 2-3873
Arcata, Calif.
10th
& G St.

or

school’s forthcoming production of ‘‘The Teahouse of
August Moon, > when it is presented on the stage at the
Herion
14 and 16, under the directof
State Theatre
in
ble
availa
are
each,
cents
90
at
bert McLellan.
the Lumberjack office.

Deadline Nearing

For Essay Contest

the

is the last day

May 1

Charles R. Barnum
Essays must
test.

of

phase

any

when

enter

the

History
be on

Consome

can

student

HSC

Humboldt

his-

County

submitted in
and must be
tery
triplicate to Dr. Hyman Palais in
These essays will
Room A-131C.
be judged on the basis of originality, reliability, literary excellence,

and

contribution

will

be

to knowledge

of

The three judges will
the county.
include Dr. Hyman Palais, Ralph
First
Roske and Stanley Spaid.
prize will be $100 and second prize

$50.

conviction
gain
Charles R. Barnum, founder of
Opponents alcharge of perjury.
contest, was a Eureka business
the
so feel that singling out college man and a member of the college
nation
is unfair discrimi
students
board until his death in
receiving advisory
farmers
neither
since
Shortly before his
1953.
March
subsidies, nor people receiving soa fund to be awcreated
he
death
cial security are required to sign arded annually to HSC students
such an oath,
presenting a research paper which
In closing their arguments the would contribute to the history of
others to the county.
call upon
opponents
make similar protests on the assumption that individual protest the signing of such an oath is
is practically ineffective.
strictly a personal matter and each

teaches, the overthrow of the Un- \to
ited

h School, will
Leone Lloyd, a junior at Arcata Unio
Rees, also a
,
Blossom
while
De
play the role of Lotus
in the _
Seito,
,
admirer
her
of
part
the
play
will
‘junior,

demo-

cratic political system depends up-

in- the provisions of the act which re- on the
Miss
|sphere
Ame
Marile
cludes Silvio Barrata,
quire the student to sign to oaths |cepted
The
mer, Ken Ewing, Don Peterson, in order to receive the loan.
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